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The next few pages tell an impressive story. A story of 
perseverance and evolution. It is a story of the enduring 
strength of a hospital and the community that surrounds 
it.These pages will give you a look into the story of an 
organization whose priority is not just healthcare, but the 
health of a community; Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare.



 

As an organization with a longstanding and deeply held commitment to meeting the community’s 
changing needs, we continue to strive towards our vision of transforming healthcare and cultivating a 
healthier Windsor-Essex. Through 2015/2016 we remained intently focused on our plan to achieve this 
vision and the three strategic drivers pushing us there; Our Patients, Our People and Our Identity. 

Our patients are our first-priority. Every day, in everything we do at Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare our actions 
and decisions are guided by the simple question " what is best for our patients?" We recognize that Canadian 
healthcare continues to experience constant and necessary change that brings new and added pressures. 
We are always working to ensure that HDGH responds to these changes so that our patients continue to 
remain at the forefront of how we respond. We know that when we partner with a patient, we don’t just 
improve their experience, we also improve their health outcomes. 

To inform and support this, we established the Patient and Family Engagement Council to enable current and 
former patients, family members and caregivers to voice their opinions and to offer input and perspective. 
This group will help shape change, improve safety and help design a more welcoming patient–centered 
environment.

We know that we cannot achieve our vision or remain patient and family-centered without the incredible 
work done by our committed staff, physicians and volunteers. We believe that the foundation of a great 
organization is an employee group that understands the importance of what they do and how they do it. In 
turn, we know our people are the heartbeat of Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare and over the last year we have 
put strategies in place to ensure all staff know that their safety, development and health are a priority to our 
organization. 

For the first time ever, Windsor-Essex has a hospital whose sole focus is on non-acute services. As a result 
we have been diligently working to define our place in the local and regional healthcare system. What 
does this mean? It means that you know who we are, what we do and where we are located. It means you 
understand the role Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare plays in our community, but more importantly, have our 
promise that we will deliver our part in a healthcare system that does just that… keeps you healthy. There is 
still work to do here but we are making progress in helping our community understand all of this. 

This cannot be done alone. Working in collaboration with the LHIN and our community partners we are 
reaching outside the walls of our hospital, realizing our most basic aspirations for healthcare. 

As you will read in the next few pages, we are fortunate to have the support and involvement of a broad 
group of diverse community partners and collaborators. Together we are building a healthcare system to 
improve lives in our community. 

We believe that we all have a vision for healthcare in Windsor-Essex. We believe that at the end of the day, 
when we measure our healthcare it will not be by the diseases cured but by helping our most vulnerable 
citizens to realize a healthier life. Most of all, we believe that when we measure healthcare it will not be 
by what the system was, but what we chose to make it  – one of access, quality, connection, information, 
collaboration and trust. 

 

Janice Kaffer    Shari Cunningham
President and CEO   Board Chair



 

VISION

 A journey to                  
heal generations

Healthcare is changing and evolving every day. We must 
remain agile and flexible to positively adapt to these 
changes and recognize the healthcare needs of our 
community. One of the overlooked aspects of massive 
change is the work being done in transforming an often 
difficult-to-navigate road of disconnected silos, to a more 
coordinated path. 

Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare is doing significant work on 
trying to bridge these gaps, to ensure the right patient, 
is at the right place at the right time and receiving the 
appropriate care. 

In January of 2016, HDGH officially opened our new 30 
bed Rehab Unit on the first floor of the Emara Building (Dr. 
Y. Centre for Healthy Aging and Mobility). This saw a 30 
bed expansion to our rehabilitation program, from 60 to 90 
beds. It also allowed us to begin targeted cohorting of like 
patients providing for more specialized care. 

This transition saw significant improvement in the Quality 
Improvement Plan (QIP) indicator related to the percentage 
of rehab admissions from acute care within two days.  This 
percentage has improved from 45% in 2015/2016 to 92% 
in Q1 of 2016/2017. This is significant as the added 30 
rehabilitation beds allows for increased flow from acute 
care, which means patients can start their rehabilitation 
and return to their daily lives sooner.

In 2016 our Problem Grambling Services program has 
increased their focus to include digital dependency such 
as gaming and internet addiction. The program has seen 
significant local and international media attention from 
coverage on WXYZ Detroit to a featured Netflix Science 
Program.

In April of this year, HDGH’s Problem Gambling Services 
opened its doors to the first North-American Residential 
Family/Friend Program, offering support to those affected 

by someone’s problem gambling, gaming and/or internet 
dependency. In its pilot stage, the April program was the 
first of three offered this year and to date has seen a total 
of nine participants. 

The goal to create a seamless, integrated and accessible 
healthcare system has also been felt with our community’s 
geriatric population. Over a year ago, an effort was made 
to centralize referrals for both the Geriatric Assessment 
Program (GAP) and Geriatric Mental Health Outreach 
Teams (GMHOT) program. The GAP aims to promote 
independence and to avoid institutionalization of 
individuals over 65 years of age while the GMHOT serves 
this same age group with significant mental health issues 
and aims to enhance their well-being and reduce their 
visits to the Emergency Department.

Keeping with a patient-centered approach, GMHOT was 
moved to the 2nd Floor Casgrain building directly below 
GAP in September of 2016. Clients now have easy access 
and can flow between programs if necessary. 

Recruitment for an added full-time  Physio and Occupational 
Therapist is underway and a casual Registered Dietitian 
has been added to the team which added value to the 
geriatric population. This year has also seen the addition 
of new physicians. The additional supports of Dr. Robert 
Biswas and Dr. Harman Virk have positively impacted our 
ability to see more clients and modify the way we support 
the geriatric client. This team has many more great ideas 
in development so stay tuned for more next year.

While  healthcare is in a period of change, this also means 
a period of improvements. As 2016 has seen many 
developments and enhancements, the work has only just 
begun in transforming healthcare to a collaborative and 
local system, creating a healthier Windsor-Essex. 

A trusted leader transforming healthcare and 
cultivating a healthier community



 

Theresa was relishing in her first year 
as a mother. And indeed, everything 
was going wonderfully well, that is, 
until December 22, 2015 when she felt 
“off” and a “bit shaky”.

She was admitted into acute care and 
a MRI later revealed a stroke in her 
mid-brain stem. For the next week 
she underwent a battery of tests. 
Her symptoms grew worse every 
day. Theresa suffered paralysis on 
her entire right side, with minor facial 
paralysis. She could not move her right 
hand and she needed a wheelchair to 
go any distance. 

On December 30th,  Theresa was 
transfered from acute care to Hôtel-
Dieu Grace Healthcare. Here she 
would work on her recovery.

It began with small steps but soon 
progressed to very busy days that 
included intense physio, occupational 
and speech therapies. 

“I would get up at 7:00 a.m., someone 
would put on my leg brace that 
stabilized my right foot and ankle so 
that I wouldn't lock my knee. After 
morning physio I would have a break 

and my mom would bring Jimi to 
see me. After lunch there would be 
afternoon physio, a rest, and I would 
take short walks when Rob (husband) 
or other family came to see me,” says 
Theresa.

As she improved and her confidence 
grew, she was eventually able to have 
a full weekend pass to return home. 
On Monday the unit team would ask 
about her visit and wanted to know 
about any difficulties she had adapting 
to being home. 

“These people are like a well-oiled 
machine. The way they deal with 
each other is comforting to patients 
because they speak so well about 
each other that you always feel you 
are in good hands. You never worried,” 
says Theresa. “The program here is 
unbelievable."

Six weeks after admission, Theresa 
was ready to go home. It was 
emotional for her because while she 
was happy to resume her life, she 
also felt sad to be leaving people who 
made her feel so secure and cared for. 
Because of them, she is now able to 
hold Jimi, use a special cutting board 

to cut onions, deal playing cards, walk 
on a treadmill, and pick up a marble - 
all things that seemed insurmountable 
before her time at HDGH. As she 
speaks, tears threaten again.

“The people here look after the 
whole person. I like to laugh and 
even though they take their jobs 
very seriously, they play off your 
personality and have fun,” says 
Theresa. "There are a lot of emotional 
moments but I feel it’s now possible 
to have a full recovery. I can see 
myself walking Jimi to school on his 
first day, just like a normal mom, and 
the people here are so great they will 
help me get there.”

She is getting tired and it's time to 
go. Theresa pulls herself to her feet 
and they prepare to leave. As she 
pushes Jimi's stroller out of the 
HDGH cafeteria, this steady, confident 
young mother talking and laughing 
with her husband, is an example of 
how a skilled and dedicated team of 
professionals can change lives in a 
very significant way. 

Theresa's Story
In October 2015 Theresa Shepley was experiencing the joys of being a new mother to her son Jimi. As she 
went about the tasks normal to caring for a small son, Theresa had no inkling her ability to do so would 
soon be compromised and only the care of a skilled and dedicated Rehabilitation Team at Hôtel-Dieu Grace 
Healthcare would restore that ability.

By Veronique Mandal

A LIFE RESTORED



" The outstanding relationship between Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare and the Windsor Police Service has come to fruition from the shared 
efforts of both organizations, from all levels of administrative and frontline staff.  This positive collaboration uses a multi-disciplinary 
approach to assist individuals in our community struggling with mental health issues.  As we look to the future, continuing education, 
ongoing program evaluation and expansion of this partnership will provide the appropriate support to those in need and assist us in 
ensuring the safety of all members of our Community."  -  Al Frederick, Chief, Windsor Police Service

 walking alone we achieve less 
than when we walk together in

PARTNERSHIP
"It is with great pleasure to provide you with this letter outlining the deepening 
relationship between HDGH and United Way/Centraide Windsor-Essex 
County.... For many years HDGH has supported United Way's annual fundraising 
campaign. The commitment and generosity of HDGH employees is outstanding 
and helps to ensure that vital community-based services are available to our 
residents... We have worked together to provide mental health services... as 
well as ensuring the community has access to suicide prevention/intervention 
training. 

Recently, United Way became a member of HDGH's Mission Achievement Team, 
its mandate to develop new partnerships and alliances with the community...  
Looking ahead, there are many opportunities to improve the well-being of our 
residents... I look forward to our continued and deepening partnership. As HDGH 
tagline states, we are "Changing Lives Together."

- Lorraine Goddard, CEO, United Way Centraide Windsor Essex County

" ...Since joining the CMHA as its CEO in April of 2015, it has been a 
privilege to work with the Leadership team at HDGH... We have made 
great progress to date
• Development of a model for central access to all HDGH and CMHA 

Mental Health and Addictions programs and services
• Working to expand psychiatry consultation capacity and access 

enabling smooth transitions from primary care to specialist care
• Reinvestment of savings into program development and service 

delivery
• Leveraging various staff support resources across both organizations

I have no doubt that as time unfolds we will continue to leverage each  
other's strengths in the true spirit of partnership..."

- Claudia den Boer Grima, CEO, 
Canadian Mental Health Associaton



"On behalf of our congregation at Ambassador Baptist 
Church, I am writing to express a heartfelt appreciation for 
the valuable partnership of your organization in reaching 
out to our community in west Windsor. We have been 
blessed, twice now, with the significant non-perishable 
food donations from your staff.... Your generous financial 
contributions to our Community Fun Fairs in 2015 and 
2016 have supported a great gathering point for families 
and individuals...We are delighted to share with others how 
good it is that HDGH stands with us, in meeting the practical 
needs in our shared neighboorhood. "       

- Pastor Scott Dakin, Ambassador Baptist Church

"Over the years, Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare 
and The Hospice of Windsor & Essex County 
have come to form a valuable partnership 
based on the best needs of patients and 
families in their most vulnerable time. It 
has been a truly wonderful experience to 
navigate the changing landscape of palliative 
care with the staff at HDGH and innovating 
new programs and practices that can help to 
sustain compassionate care into the future."

- Carol Derbyshire, Executive Director
The Hospice of Windsor & Essex County

"Thank you for this opportunity to express my personal gratitude and the gratitude of those that we mutually serve... Hôtel-Dieu Grace 
Healthcare has been an amazing partner since our inception. Your leadership team and frontline staff support us both individually and 
as an organization. In fact, I am confident in saying that we could not serve the community without the support we receive from the 
loving hearts and active hands of your organization... Your work makes a difference, it changes lives and inspires others and pushed me 
personally to lead the Mission from a position of collaboration for the betterment of all." -  Ron Dunn, CEO/Executive Director, United 
Church Downtown Mission of Windsor Inc.

"I am most pleased to be writing this letter of 
support... HDGH's "Commitment to Patients" 
outlines their strong commitment to generate trust, 
build confidence and enhance performance, and to 
be an active partner in advancing integrated health 
services across the region... In additional to frontline 
partnerships, our agencies have, or are currently 
planning for partnerships related to innovative 
research initiatives, clinical ethics, advocacy and 
facility management... Efficiencies achieved through 
these partnerships will result in JMCC reinvesting to 
support frontline clinical services...JMCC continues 
to look forward to embarking on future partnerships 
that will build upon our current successes."

- Elaine M. Whitmore, CEO
John McGivney Children's Centre



A MESSAGE FROM MARY BROGA
Executive Director, Lead Agency Child and Youth Mental Health

SHAPING THE FUTURE
In 2014, Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare was named a Lead 
Agency by the Ministry of Child and Youth Services as part 
of a comprehensive mental health and addictions strategy 
(Moving on Mental Health). Moving on Mental Health 
aims to transform the experience of children and youth 
with mental health problems and their families so that 
regardless of where they live in Ontario, they will know: 

• What mental health services are available in their 
communities; and 

• How to access the mental health services and supports 
that meet their needs.

As one of the 33 lead agencies across Ontario, Hôtel-Dieu 
Grace Healthcare continues to work collaboratively with 
system partners from across various sectors to improve 
the mental health system for children, youth and families 
both locally and provincially. The Lead Agency oversees 
the Child and Youth Mental Health system including the 
core service providers of their geographic area. In Windsor-
Essex those core service providers include: Children First, 
Regional Children’s Centre, Maryvale Adolescent & Family 
Services, and Family Respite Services. 

The Core Services Delivery Plan Priorities for 2016/2017 
were identified as the following: 

• Identification of care pathways for youth 13-18 who 
are in need of mental health services; 

• Development of a Central Access mechanism for 
children & youth mental health; 

• Development of a cross agency partnership to meet the 
needs of JK/SK children who are identified as having 
mental health challenges. 

The Community Mental Health Plan also identified the 
same first two priorities:

1. Care pathways for youth aged 13-18 years;

2. Development of a Central Access mechanism. 

The third priority for the community plan for 2016/2017 
involves the development of care paths for youth across 
sectors. It involves taking the mental health care paths 
for this age group and finding the entry and exit points 
for youth involved in Youth Justice, Child Welfare, and 
Developmental Services. 

At the community level, efforts continued in the 
development of a Service Area Family Engagement and 
Youth Engagement strategy. 

In 2016/2017, this work will continue with cross sectoral 
care path planning and the development of a Central Access 
mechanism to ensure the child/youth and family receive the 
service they require. Engagement with providers, families 
and youth has enabled Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare to 
bring the community together to improve the child & youth 
mental health delivery system. Provincially, Hôtel-Dieu 
Grace Healthcare is participating in ensuring equity in core 
service delivery across the province. 

Defining core services and key processes is fundamental 
to the design of a system that makes sense for children 
and youth. Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare takes its role as 
Lead Agency seriously in the development and delivery of 
an efficient and reliable system in Windsor-Essex, making 
services effective and accountable to parents, youth and 
children. 

1,429530 referrals 920
Child and Youth Mental Health: referrals made to cases opened in 2015/2016

AGES 0-6 AGES 6-12 AGES 13-18

referrals referrals

323 1,228 876cases opened cases opened cases opened



2015/2016 PROGRESS REPORT

ACHIEVING OUR VISION
LIVING OUR MISSION

100% 228 $50,828
of HDGH 

employees trained in 
non-violent crisis 

intervention

mental health clients served 
through TSC Programming since 
April 1, 2016 connecting clients 
to over 25 community services 

and locations.

268
admissions to  
1 South Rehab  

since opening in  
January 2016

83%
improvement on average 
wait time for a rehab bed

Hand-hygiene 
rates improved

decrease in ALC patients

increase 
in student 
placements

hired since March 1, 2015

to employees for tuition assistance

7%

18%

improvement in % of 
employee workplace 

violence incidents 
without injury

improvement in % 
of patients receiving 

medication conciliation 
upon admission

6%
10%

25% 5.3
DAYS

0.9
DAYS

15.3%

10%81RPNs
&38RNs



MOST REV. RONALD P. FABBRO,C.S.B. 
Bishop of London fro

m

In 1888, Dean Wagner, a beloved priest of the Diocese 
of London, encouraged the Religious Hospitallers of 
St. Joseph to establish a Catholic hospital to serve the 
community of Windsor and Essex County. Hôtel-Dieu 
Grace Healthcare (HDGH) continues the work of the 

Sisters and has provided for many years excellent holistic 
healthcare for all patients. For the past 128 years, the 
bishops, priests, religious and laity of the diocese have 
worked closely with HDGH to meet the needs of the most 
vulnerable and marginalized within the community. 

As you well know, the true strength of our partnership has 
been our faith in God and living that faith in a vibrant and 
meaningful way. The diocese appreciates the ongoing 
relationship with HDGH, even with a major shift in 
locations and style of ministry. 

I am delighted to support HDGH leadership in their plans 
to continue partnerships, to enter into new partnerships, 
to be involved in community activity and to integrate 
efforts to serve the community of Windsor and Essex. 

In the face of Saint John Paul II’s designation of the 
culture of death, it is important that Catholic agencies 
work with others who are committed to the dignity and 
value of every person in a common pursuit of the culture 
of life.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

CATH
O

LIC H
EALTH

INTERNATIO
NAL

Perpetuating the healing ministry of Jesus in 
the spirit of the founding Sisters
Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare IS really all about 
"Changing Lives Together." As HDGH completes 
another year, we at Catholic Health International, 
the Sponsor of Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare 
congratulates all involved for their initiative, 
their commitment, their creativity, and their deep 
concern for the population of  Windsor.

"CHI is committed to the healing Ministry of 
Jesus in the spirit of the founding Sisters,” 
and this CHI mission is being lived within 
HDGH. More importantly, we are particularly 
proud of the work of HDGH in making a strong 
commitment to serve your community needs 
especially your support in creating an integrated 
system through collaboration and partnerships.  

The founding Sisters would be, as we are, very 
proud of your mandate.

We note their special focus to serve the most 
needy in your community beginning with the 
poor and the marginalized that is at the core of 
your mission - providing care to those in need 
regardless of race, colour or creed.

We acknowledge this great work and thank all 
- staff, medical staff, volunteers, management 
team and board of directors for living this 
mission on a daily basis.

Your journey over the past few years has been 
remarkable and we will continue to work with 
you in support of this journey as you put UNITY 
in COMMUNITY.

Sincerely, 

Robert B. Stewart, PhD, President and CEO 
Catholic Health International



Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare

Compassionate care and respect for 
the dignity of our patients and families 
are the values that Hôtel-Dieu Grace 
Healthcare’s founders have entrusted 
to each successive team tasked with 
caring for our community. 

In understanding the community’s role 
in the funding of healthcare initiatives 
there is another well known truth:  the 
community has always been expected 
to play its part.  It is the community’s 
generous support that assists the 
Changing Lives Together Foundation 
(CLTF) to fulfill this lasting legacy 
handed down by our founders.

The CLTF was established to support the 
equipment and program needs of HDGH. 
The Foundation works at arm’s length 
from the hospital and is governed by its 
own Board of Directors, comprised of 
community volunteers. The Foundation 
responds to the generosity of donors 
by ensuring their thoughtful gifts are 
directed as intended.

Each year, the CLTF hosts an array of 
unique and well-established signature 
events and conducts internal and 
external giving campaigns to raise 
much needed funds.  The Big Night Gala, 
Heart Breaker Challenge, Bob Probert 
Ride and the HDGH Charity Golf Classic 
are managed by our philanthropy team 
alongside community members and 
dedicated hospital staff.  Together they 
help promote the work being done on 
our campus and in the community. 

In addition to individuals wishing to 
support our organization, we have 
been extremely lucky to work with well-
respected and established community 
groups such as In Honour of the Ones 
We Love, Rotary Club Windsor-St. Clair, 
and Transition to Betterness. These 
groups are working together with us 
to create a significant and meaningful 
impact on the care HDGH provides. 
And in this spirit of working with other 
groups, we have sought out aligned 
community partners and supported 

them as part of our Mission Mandate.  
In the coming year, visitors to our 
campus will see exciting changes to the 
outdoor spaces with the establishment 
of greenhouses and expanded healing 
garden space.

Whether support comes by individuals 
taking part in an event, making a tribute 
donation, supporting a direct mail 
campaign – the gratitude CLTF feels and 
wishes to convey is immense.  These 
individuals and organizations have 
made the choice to make a difference 
and this choice matters.  

The Foundation is committed to working 
with our supporters and directing their 
generous gifts to the areas they intend 
to make a difference.  Together, we will 
provide support to the HDGH team to 
benefit our patients and our community. 
We are truly Changing Lives Together.  

Tim Catherwood, Chair
Barry Fowler

Bethe Jarcaig
Carol Derbyshire
Teresa Piruzza
Richard Pollock

Shari Cunningham
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